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Abstract

Operating electrochemical membrane processes beyond the limiting current density bears the

potential to decrease the investment cost of desalination plants significantly. However, while

there are strategies for successfully reducing energy demand by shortening the plateau region,

their influence on the formation of electroconvection is still unknown.

This study demonstrates control over the electroconvective vortices’ rotational direction and

position using a surface patterning method. We compare the development of electroconvection

at two membranes modified with patterns of different surface charges. We analyze the electro-

convective vortex field’s build-up, the vortices’ rotational direction, and structural stability in

the steady-state. Finally, we showcase the control possibilities by enforcing a specific structure

along an asymmetric letter pattern. Such tailor-made patterns have the potential to diminish

the plateau region’s energy loss completely. Furthermore, the scale-up of these membranes to

industrial processes will allow the economic operation in the overlimiting regime, significantly

increasing their space-time yield.

Introduction1

The operation range of electrically driven membrane processes like electrodialysis (ED), capac-2

itive deionization (CDI), and flow-capacitive deionization (FCDI) is limited by the fluid-sided3

resistance evolving during operation at high driving force [1]. In these processes, ions are trans-4

ported through charge-selective membranes by an electric field. The ion flow, measured as a5

current density, increases linearly with increasing driving force in terms of an electric poten-6

tial between two electrodes. However, the current increase is disrupted by a diffusion-limited7

plateau region (see Fig. 1 a)) [1]. Today, it is known that a significant share of the current8

increase is due to a hydrodynamic instability called electroconvection (EC). EC overcomes the9
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Figure 1: Current density over potential graph for a homogeneous and heterogeneous

membrane and difference in electric field lines. a) Sketch of the current density

over potential graph for an electrically driven membrane process with a homogeneous

(solid line) or heterogeneous (dashed line) membrane. For both cases, three distinct

regimes appear with a difference in the limiting current density ilim. b) Electric field

lines at a homogeneous and heterogeneous membrane surface.
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limiting current density due to the formation of convective 3D vortices, recently quantified by10

Stockmeier et al. [2], which mix the depleted layer close to the membrane. In fact, EC balances11

with unwanted water splitting and a maximum contribution of EC to the overlimiting current12

density is desired [3].13

14

The possibility to evoke and intensify EC also at low driving forces has been the focus of15

multiple studies [4–13]. In general, the limiting current density and the length of the plateau re-16

gion have been found to depend on the ion concentration, distance between the bulk electrolyte17

and membrane (i.e., the laminar boundary layer), and membrane characteristics like surface18

heterogeneity [1]. A heterogeneous membrane surface causes a disturbance of the electrical field19

lines close to the membrane, which, in turn, triggers EC, see Fig. 1 b). As a result, the plateau20

is shortened. The results of Roghmans et al. [11] suggest that EC even emerges in the ohmic21

region at their pattern structure, increasing the limiting current density.22

Modifying membranes as a means to control surface heterogeneity has gained increasing23

interest in the literature. Various studies focused on heterogeneity in surface geometry, con-24

ductivity, hydrophobicity, and zeta potential. It has been shown that these four parameters, in25

particular, have a significant influence on the formation of electroconvection and the rotational26

direction of the vortices. [11, 14–23].27

To elucidate the effect of a 2D geometrically heterogeneous surface, Valenca et al. recorded28

the velocity and orientation of EC vortices at a patterned cation-exchange membrane using 2D29

particle image velocimetry [8]. The membrane was cast onto a linear gird, creating a surface30

topology with valleys and hills. Their recordings revealed the formation of pairs of counter-31

rotating vortices at the ridges of the pattern. The rotation of these vortices was directed towards32

the patterns’ valleys, which resulted in the transport of ion-rich bulk solution towards the33

valleys. Overall, the 2D geometrically heterogeneous surface decreased the system’s resistance34
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of about 50%.35

A similar observation was made by Davidson et al. in 2D DNSs at a membrane patterned with36

non-conductive sections [7]. Although these patterns did not alter the membrane’s geometry,37

vortices formed at the pattern’s edges and rotated towards the patches’ centers. This rotational38

direction results in the transport of ion-rich bulk solution towards the non-conductive patches.39

Even though the existence of patches increased the overall ion transport and strength of EC, one40

can imagine that membranes with similar EC-enhancing properties but either ion-conductive41

patches or a vortex field that transport ion-rich solution towards the free membrane surface42

will result in even more increased ion transport. They found that the optimal pattern length43

for a stable vortex structure and highest current density correlated with the diffusion boundary44

layer’s height.45

Kim et al. ranked the current increase of different, spacer-like structures on top of the46

membrane surface under forced flow [12]. They found that segmentation of the boundary layer47

and, therefore, creating intentional dead zones is beneficial for the build-up of EC. Square48

patterns, forming large dead zones, resulted in the highest vortex intensity in the overlimiting49

regime.50

Recently, we presented a method to simultaneously engineer the surface geometry, conductiv-51

ity, and charge of membrane surfaces in a controlled manner [11]. An ink-jet printing technique52

was used to apply a pattern of circular patches of polymer microgels with varying zeta po-53

tential. Such modified membranes were found to double the limiting current density with a54

40% reduced plateau length and only slightly increased membrane resistance. The hypothesis55

behind this successful modification was a combination of an early start of EC even at limiting56

current densities, the ion conductivity of the pattern, an altered rotational direction due to the57

direction of the surface charge gradient, and the formation of a 3D vortex pattern compared58

to the 2D structures of Valenca et al. and Davidson et al. Davidson et al. [7], de Valenca et al. [8].59
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60

The examples mentioned above show the vast potential that engineered ion-exchange mem-61

branes with tailored surface properties possess to increase the efficiency of electrically driven62

membrane processes. However, the physics behind the current density increase, especially of63

Roghmans et al.’s multi-influential microgel patterns, are still unclear. Therefore, the EC vor-64

tex field structure at such patterns needs to be analyzed, isolating important properties for65

future membrane modifications.66

In this paper, we evaluate the effect of patterning a cation-exchange membrane surface, with67

the technique described by Roghmans et al., on the 3D hydrodynamics of EC using micro68

particle tracking velocimetry (µPTV) [2, 11]. Our numerical and experimental investigation69

aims at revealing the effect of patterning the membrane surface on the electroconvective vor-70

tex field. First, we analyze the orientation of coherent vortex structures and their rotational71

direction in 2D direct numerical simulations (DNSs) and confirm these results by recording the72

3D velocity field during its build-up close to a modified membrane with µPTV. We then affirm73

that a change in the vortex structure compared to an unmodified membrane also persists in the74

steady-state of our experiments. At last, we conclude the potential of the findings by exploring75

the possibility of fully controlling and shaping EC’s vortex field with our modification method.76

Results and discussion77

Vortex orientation and rotational direction at heterogeneous surface78

charge - simulation79

We performed 2D simulations in a rectangular domain with an aspect ratio of 6 described in80

detail in the Methods section. The simulations assume a potential difference between the top81

reservoir and the ideal bottom cation-exchange membrane.82
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Figure 2: Simulation results for current densities, vortex structure, and rotational

direction. a) shows the current density over potential plot for an untreated mem-

brane, two patched membrane one with positive and one with negative zeta potential.

b) shows an enlarged graph of the plateau region seen in a). c) displays the corre-

sponding cation concentration field as gray-scale background and the velocity field as

an arrow plot for simulations at 20 Vt (thermal volts).
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Fig. 2 a) displays the steady-state current densities over the potential for simulations with83

patches of 10 % reduced or increased charge (σ = −0.1 and σ = 0.1) and the case with84

homogeneous surface charge (σ = 0). In all three cases, the plateau starts at a potential of85

5 Vt with a limiting current density of 20Am−1. For the case with homogeneous surface charge86

(σ = 0), the plateau region extends to 22.5 Vt, transitioning in the overlimiting current density87

at 25 Vt with a linearly increasing current density thereafter.88

The simulations with patches both show a shortened plateau region that ends at 15 Vt.89

The overlimiting current region starts at 17.5 Vt. However, the graphs do not steadily increase.90

Instead, both exhibit a local minimum at 30 Vt again overlapping with the patch-less case graph91

showing a similar increase from thereon. This behavior indicates that the patches’ influence92

dwindles with increasing potential. The experimental study of Roghmans et al. [11] showed93

a more pronounced effect even in the overlimiting region, indicating that our simulation does94

not consider all relevant effects. Still, these results provide valuable insights into the physics at95

play.96

Fig. 2 b) shows a zoom on the transition through all three regions. The zoom reveals that the97

current densities of the simulation with negative patch charge reach up to 8.4% higher values98

at the beginning of the overlimiting current region compared to the positive charge case. This99

difference possibly results from the 15.6% higher root mean square velocity in the first case,100

which might, in turn, originate from the membrane’s higher net charge as EC depends on the101

concentration gradient close to the membraneµ [1].102

103

The images in Fig. 2 c) show the steady-state of simulations at 20 Vt for all three cases.104

The gray-scale background indicates the cation concentration, and the overlaid arrows show105

the velocity field.106

At the membrane with homogeneous surface charge (σ = 0), the cation concentration gradient107
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between bulk and membrane stays constant over the channel’s width. As a result, emerging108

velocities are small with little vorticity and maximum velocities in the order of 1 · 10−5.109

For patched membranes, convection cells of low concentration emerge as light gray areas that110

span from the membrane to close to the bulk phase. Inside the convection cells, velocities are111

larger than two orders of magnitude than for a homogeneous membrane and are directed to-112

wards the bulk. Between the cells, the velocities are directed towards the membrane. This way,113

vortex pairs form inside the cells. In both simulations (σ = −0.1 and σ = 0.1) the convection114

cells locate above the regions with more negative surface charge.115

116

These results indicate that the patches lead to early and strong EC development even at117

potentials where the homogeneous membrane shows limiting current densities. In addition to118

the early EC occurrence, the regular patch pattern leads to the EC vortex field’s orientation119

alongside that pattern. In combination with the relative surface charge change, this orientation120

dictates the positions of the low concentration cells and, therefore, the rotational direction of121

the EC vortices above the patches. The resulting current densities predict that the rotation of122

vortices toward the bare membrane between patches in the negative charge case is favorable.123

To validate the findings of the 2D simulations, namely the change in rotational direction and124

localization of vortex field features, 3D experiments were conducted with membranes modified125

with patches of defined surface charge contrast to the base material.126

Vortex orientation and rotational direction at heterogeneous surface127

charge - experiment128

Fig. 3 a) shows a top view on the 3D velocity field measured at 4 ·ilim between the anode and an129

untreated membrane. The velocities are plotted in a symmetric red, white, and blue spectrum130

on iso-surfaces of coherent vortex structures.131
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Figure 3: Vortex structure and rotational direction during electroconvection. a) Top

view on the steady-state vortex structure and cross-section of the velocity field devel-

oping at a bare membrane. b) & c) Patch patterns, vortex structures, and velocity

fields for membranes modified with pNIPAM-co-Aac an P2VP microgels, respectively.

d) Temporal development of the top view on the vortex structure of the experiment

shown in c) between 12.5 s to 112.5 s. The velocity is colored in magnitude and

direction according to the scale bar from blue to red.
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The experiment shows a typical, stable vortex roll pattern for relatively small overlimiting132

current densities visible as linearly stretched coherent vortex structures [2, 24, 25]. These rolls133

occur as counter-rotating pairs visible as tube-like coherent structures. At spots where multiple134

roll pairs would collide, the parallel rolls of a pair connect to form a half-circle. The velocity135

between clearly visible vortex roll pairs is directed towards the electrode indicated by the blue136

coloring.137

138

The top picture of Fig. 3 b) displays the PNIPAM-co-Aac microgel pattern structure with a139

patch diameter of 400 µm. Despite the patch pattern, no regular structure is visible in the vor-140

tex field. However, the structure also differs from the case of an untreated membrane. Instead141

of vortex rolls, single ring-shaped vortices can be found with velocities in their centers directed142

towards the membrane.143

144

The P2VP microgel patch pattern in Fig. 3 c) is similar to the pattern produced with145

PNIPAM-co-Aac microgels. Nevertheless, the vortex structure differs to a large degree forming146

a regular pattern of vortex rings. The vortex ring positions match the patch pattern structure147

in position and size. Furthermore, this experiment proves validates the simulations in Fig. 2148

with the velocities in the centers of rings being directed towards the patches.149

The observed transition in Fig. 3 from a regular vortex roll pattern a) to an unorganized150

vortex field b), and an ordered structure c) with the introduction of increasing surface charge151

differences between membrane and pattern shows that a minimum charge difference is necessary152

to trigger ordered pattern formation. This dependence is supported by additional simulations153

presented in the supplementary material S2. The zeta potential difference between the Nafion154

membrane and the PNIPAM-co-Aac patches is not large enough to enforce vortex orientation.155

However, the introduced heterogeneity is still sufficient to disturb the usual regular vortex156
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roll pattern seen at an untreated membrane. The P2VP microgel pattern introduces a strong157

zeta potential contrast towards Nafion, which enforces vortex orientation as predicted by the158

simulations. The results show a clear and stable vortex formation along the pattern perimeters.159

A change in the steady-state is achieved160

Fig. 3 d) shows a series of snapshots over time of the build-up of EC towards a steady-state for161

a P2VP microgel treated membrane. The first time step (12.5 s) shows only a small amount162

of coherent structures without particular order. At 25 s, an ordered structure of vortex rings163

is clearly visible, as already described in the previous section (see Fig. 3 c)). The velocity in164

the centers of vortex rings is directed towards the patches on the membrane. The structure is165

preserved at 37.5 s, but the overall velocities are increased. The next snapshot (50 s) shows a166

different vortex field. The regular structure vanished, showing vortex rings or ellipses of dif-167

ferent shapes instead. Additionally, the rotational direction in the vortex ring centers changes168

towards the electrode, similar to the direction of EC vortex rolls at an untreated Nafion mem-169

brane at higher current densities [2]. Later, the chaotic vortex rings approximately double in170

diameter between 50 s and 62.5 s, which stays constant in the steady-state at 112.5 s. The171

changed rotational direction is dominant throughout the steady-state. Compared to the case172

of an untreated Nafion membrane in Fig. 3 a), no vortex roll pattern forms.173

174

The loss of orientation occurs for two reasons. First, the current density of 4 · ilim might175

already be too large to sustain the orientation. The simulations in supplementary materials176

S2 show that the electrokinetic forces dominate the patches’ influence at current densities177

increasing beyond 30 Vt. Second, the results of Valenca et al. and Davidson et al. suggest that178

the optimal 2D pattern size is equal to the boundary layer height [7, 8]. In our experiment,179

this would be equal to the membrane to electrode distance of 800 µm. However, we chose this180
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diameter to investigate the influence of a smaller patch diameter on the steady-state vortex181

field. As a result, the vortex ring diameter doubles from 25 s to 112.5 s, spanning over multiple182

patches. Interestingly, the presence of the pattern still hinders the formation of the vortex roll183

structure that would form at an untreated membrane at this current density.184

Surface modification offers full control over vortex structure185

Figure 4: Complex P2VP microgel pattern proof full control over vortex field. a)

& c) P2VP microgel patch pattern with 400 µm and 600 µm diameter show a clear

orientation at a magnification of 10.08 ×. b) & d) Top view of the resulting vortex

structures. e) Image of the membrane modified with the CVT-logo structure inside

the module illuminated by green light. f) Top view of the coherent vortex structure

after 1.6 s of the experiment at a magnification of 5.12 ×. The velocity is colored in

magnitude and direction according to the scale bar from blue to red.

We conducted further experiments at 10.08 × magnification with smaller tracer particles186

with a diameter of 0.86 µm to better compare the vortex ring and patch positions.187

Fig. 4 a) and c) show two Nafion membranes patterned with P2VP microgels with a 400 µm188

13



diameter and a 600 µm diameter, respectively.189

The vortex field reconstruction of the experiments at both membranes is shown in Fig. 4 b)190

and d). In both images, coherent vortex rings emerge that resemble the patterns. Interest-191

ingly, the vortices also resemble the slight imperfections in the pattern for the 400 µm case.192

The rotation of the vortex rings is directed towards the patches as in the experiments at lower193

magnification with larger particles, see Fig. 3.194

195

The results show that the patches enforce their structure on EC’s build-up in its development196

regardless of shape and size. Furthermore, even slight imperfections in the patches’ geometry are197

reproduced in the vortex structure, demonstrating that complete geometric control of the EC198

vortex field can be achieved using this membrane modification method. Therefore, we printed199

our chairs’ ’CVT’-lettering to achieve a structure with varying line distances and direction200

changes. The pattern was produced by printing lines of overlapping circular patches (see201

Fig. 4 e)).202

Fig. 4 f) shows a snapshot of the vortex structure during the build-up of EC. The vortex203

field’s shape clearly follows the printed structure. The velocity’s color map reveals that a pair of204

vortices builds at the structures with velocity towards the structure in between. This rotational205

direction was also observed in the previous experiments.206

207

These results prove that the P2VP microgel pattern enforces the build-up of vortex pairs at208

the structure, completely resembling its shape. The emergence of strong EC vortices only at209

the structure also shows that a P2VP pattern structure leads to a faster EC build-up. It also210

gives additional proof that vortices move towards P2VP-coated surfaces.211

212
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Conclusions213

Our results show that the membrane modification technique offers complete control over the214

vortex structure of electroconvection.215

Patches of P2VP microgels that introduce a large zeta potential contrast to the membrane216

lead to the structuring of the vortex field. While the patch geometry has an optimum range217

in current density to structure the vortices, the orientation is lost beyond this range. This218

behavior allows not only a geometric control of the vortices but also a control of the on-219

set of fully-developed EC at a certain operating point in an electrochemical process. Even220

with PNIPAM-co-Aac microgel patches, the usual vortex roll pattern observed at homogeneous221

Nafion membranes is suppressed, although the zeta potential difference contrast is significantly222

lower. We attribute the effects seen in the experiments of Roghmans et al. [11] in part to this223

change in the vortex structure. Therefore, future micro- and macroscopic studies should focus224

on the effect of tailored 3D vortex structures on the limiting current density and plateau length.225

Our simulations additionally show that the vortices orientate towards the surface with the226

higher zeta potential. In accordance, our experiment with P2VP microgel patterns shows227

localization of vortex rings with a vortex rotational direction towards the patches’ centers.228

Control over the rotational direction of the EC vortex rings was previously hypothesized to229

be a key to an optimized membrane modification [11]. The experiments presented in this230

study demonstrate that the geometry and the zeta potential allow for control of the rotational231

direction of the vortex rings.232

The possibility of controlling both the shape and rotational direction of the electroconvective233

vortex field motivates the development of more complex, transport enhancing modifications of234

ion-exchange membranes. With the increasing influence of EC, the share of water splitting to235

the ion transport will also decrease. Additionally, the modification method is easily upscalable236

to cover larger membrane areas. Further progress will enable efficient use of the overlimiting237
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current region in industrial-scale processes leading to decreased material and investment costs.238

239

Model problem240

We use the open-source, OpenFOAM-based, finite-volume solver rheoTool by Pimenta and241

Alves to simulate the electroconvective flow driven by an electric field of a symmetric binary242

electrolyte between an ideal cation-exchange membrane and a reservoir, see Fig. 5 a) [26]. The243

solver couples transport of charged species described by the Poisson-Nernst-Planck equations244

with the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid flow by viscous drag. In this investigation, we extend245

rheoTool’s ’Charge transport across an ion-selective membrane’ case, which is based on the246

work of Druzgalski et al. [27].247

248

Fig. 5 a) shows the 2D rectangular domain, which has an aspect ratio of 6 lengths per height249

with periodic boundary conditions at each end. The ion transport is driven by the external250

applied potential difference ∆V between reservoir and membrane. The reservoir boundary con-251

dition is implemented as an electro-neutral electrolyte with fixed concentrations. The boundary252

condition for the ideal cation-exchange membrane has a fixed cation concentration and is im-253

permeable for anions. We add a pattern of patches that introduce additional charge through254

the location-dependent background charge σ to the membrane surface. The patches are fully255

ion-permeable, and the complete flow equations are solved inside of them. The length of the256

patches, as well as their distance to each other, is chosen equal to the domain height, which257

was shown to evoke an optimal vortex structure when using non-permeable patches [7]. We258

implement the patches with an aspect ratio of 100, similar to our previous study [11].259
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Figure 5: Setup for the direct numerical simulations and the experiments. a) Do-

main and boundary conditions of the direct numerical simulations. The domain is

rectangular shaped between a mixed reservoir, an ideal cation-exchange membrane,

and two periodic boundaries. b) Cell design for electrochemical experiments with

simultaneous µPTV recording. The cathode is sealed by gluing a microscope glass

slide, which is not shown in the rendering, on top. c) The setup for stereo micro par-

ticle image velocimetry consists of a laser that illuminates tracer particles in a sample

volume through a stereomicroscope. The fluorescence response returns through the

microscope and is recorded by two slightly angled high-speed cameras.
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Governing equations260

The model describes the conservation of momentum of an incompressible, single-phase Newto-261

nian fluid through the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations.262

0 = −∇p+ µ∇2u− ρ∇Φ

0 = ∇ · u

(1)

Here, p is the pressure, µis the dynamic viscosity u is the velocity vector, ρ is the electric263

charge density, and Φ is the electrostatic potential. The studies of Yariv et al. and Drusghalski264

et al. showed that the Navier-Stokes equation’s inertia term could be neglected for this physics265

problem [27, 28].266

267

The Nernst-Planck equation describes the ion transport under the action of an electric field268

within a low-ionic strength electrolyte.269

∂ci

∂t
+ u · ∇ci = ∇ · (Di∇ci)−∇ ·

(

D
ezi

kBT
ci∇Φ

)

(2)

where ci is the concentration, D = D+ = D− = 1× 10−9m2 s−1 is the diffusion coefficient.270

Additionally, e is the elementary charge, zi is the charge valence, kB is the Boltzmann constant271

and T is the absolute temperature. The index i is used to mark each individual species in the272

electrolyte.273

274

The electric potential distribution in a given domain can be computed from Gauss’ law,275

ignoring polarization.276

∇ · (ε∇Φ) = −ρE (3)

18



with permittivity ε. We use a modified version of the electric model and define the charge277

density as278

ρE = F

(

m
∑

i=1

zici + σ

)

(4)

where F represents Faraday’s constant and m is the number of different ionic species. Addi-279

tionally, σ is the background fixed charge introduced by the patches. In the rest of the domain,280

σ is set to zero.281

Computational methods282

The above equations are solved on a 2-dimensional mesh with 480 uniformly distributed cells283

in the x-direction, and 90 cells in the y-direction stretched with a scaling factor of 1.042. This284

setup achieves a minimum cell height of 0.001 H at the membrane and ensures a sufficient285

resolution. Furthermore, compared to the study of Druzgalski et al. [27], we increased the286

temporal resolution to time steps of 1 · 10−7 s to ensure convergence when introducing patches.287

The selected parameters (see Tab. 1 in the supporting information) correspond to dimension-288

less values typical for the direct numerical simulation of EC [7, 27, 29]. A complete list of all289

dimensionless values can be found in the supporting information Tab. 2. The applied potential290

was set to Φ = 20 · Vt with the thermal voltage Vt =
kBT

ze
which is equivalent to a potential291

difference at which almost no velocity is induced at a homogeneous membrane. The electro-292

hydrodynamic coupling constant κ = ε
µD

· (kBT

ze
)2 = 0.5 and Schmidt number Sc = µ

ρD
= 103293

are fixed by choice of solution and absolute temperature. The chosen values are typical for294

aqueous solutions at 300 K. The dimensionless Debye length λd =
√

εkBT

2cb(zeLz)2
= 10−3 is mostly295

dependent on the size of the examined system and electrolyte concentration. For example, a296

value of λd = 10−3 corresponds to a reservoir to membrane distance of H = 1× 10−5m using a297

1mM electrolyte. This value is commonly chosen in numerical examinations of EC, resulting298
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in a small system size with reasonable computational cost while providing physically relevant299

results [7, 27]. Experimental investigations have larger system sizes in the order of millimeters300

with electrolyte concentrations of 1mM and above [11, 25, 30].301

We plot our graphs with dimensionless values of time t = t∗

tdiff
, velocity u = u∗

udiff
, concen-302

tration ci =
c∗i

cbulk
, and distance l = l∗

H
using the characteristic scales tdiff = H2

D
= 0.1 s and303

udiff = D
H

= 1× 10−4ms−1.304

Experimental details305

We conduct experiments using an electrochemical cell that is suitable to evoke simultaneously306

and optically record electroconvective vortices [2]. We record and analyze the difference in vor-307

tex fields evolving at different modified cation-exchange membranes in this cell. The following308

sections describe the cell’s design, the electrochemical experiments, the velocity recording, and309

the method of membrane modification.310

Electrochemical cell311

The electrochemical experiments are conducted in a cell (Fig. 5) b), which allows optical access312

for the recording and reconstruction of the 3D velocity field inside the anode chamber using313

micro particle tracking velocimetry (µPTV). The cell consists of two housing parts with a bare314

or modified Nafion N117 (Chemours, Wilmington, Delaware, USA) cation-exchange membrane315

in between. If a modified membrane is used, the treated surface points towards the anode. The316

membrane modification procedure is described in the last methods section.317

Two copper electrodes (25mm×75mm×0.5mm) seal the top and the bottom of the chip.318

The cathode has a circular hole (d = 9mm) which is sealed by a glass slide glued on top. The319

electrolyte (1mM CuSO4) is filled in the electrolyte chambers above and below the membrane.320

The bottom chamber’s height matches the microscope’s maximum focal depth of Lz = 0.8mm.321
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The diameter of the chamber of 8mm results in a large aspect ratio of 10, which is desired to322

prevent the confinement of the EC vortices [7, 31].323

The electrochemical system of CuSO4 in aqueous solution in combination with copper elec-324

trodes is often used in literature to evoke EC [30, 32, 33]. Copper ions dissolve at the anode,325

move through the membrane, and deposit on the cathode during the experiment.326

The current density is described as the copper ion flux i per membrane area. The limiting327

current density in the plateau region can be calculated by [34]:328

ilim =
cB

δ
·
D · F · z

tM − tE
(5)

The bulk concentration cB is approximated with a linear gradient between electrode and329

membrane as twice the electrolyte starting concentration c0 in the anode chamber [34]. D330

is the diffusion coefficient, F is Faraday’s constant, and z the ionic valence. The transport331

numbers in the membrane and electrolyte tM and tE describing the ion velocity difference are332

0.96 and 0.4, respectively [34]. At current densities larger than ilim = 0.73Am−2 for a 1mM333

solution of CuSO4, CP will result in the EC vortex formation close to the membrane in the334

anode chamber [30].335

336

Velocity measurement337

We use an optical technique called micro particle tracking velocimetry (µPTV) to reconstruct338

the 3D flow field of EC during operation. The measurement system consists of a high-frequency339

532 nm Nd:YAG laser (DM150, Photonics Industries International Inc.), two high-speed cam-340

eras (Phantom VEO 710L, Vision Research Inc.), and a stereomicroscope (SteREO Discov-341

ery.V20, Carl Zeiss Microscopy Deutschland GmbH, Germany) with a 1× objective (Plan-342

Aprochromat 1×, Carl Zeiss Microscopy Deutschland GmbH, Germany), see Fig 5 c).343
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The cameras record tracer particles’ movement inside the microscope’s focal depth from two344

different viewing angles allowing 3D reconstruction. The seeding density of the inert, fluores-345

cent polystyrene microspheres (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) is 0.001 wt%. Those346

particles with a diameter of 3.2 µm and a zeta potential of −14.9mV measured with a Malvern347

Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Panalytical Ltd) are illuminated through the microscope by the348

laser. The recorded volume at a magnification of 5.12× and a halfway closed aperture is349

4.9mm×3.1mm×0.8mm with 1280 px×800 px resolution in x- and y-direction. The depth of350

the recorded volume of 0.8mm matches the depth of our electrochemical cell’s anode chamber.351

Therefore, it is possible to reconstruct the full velocity field of EC between membrane and anode.352

353

The operation of the µPTV setup and the processing of the recorded images is done in the354

software DaVis (version: 10.0.5.47779, LaVision GmbH, Göttingen, Germany). After removing355

steady particle signals by subtracting the time-averaged intensity for each pixel, we use the356

Shake-the-Box algorithm to reconstruct the particle tracks [35, 36].357

In post-processing, the implemented VIC# method is used for transforming the particle358

tracks to velocities (ux, uy, uz) on a regular grid [37]. The velocities are reconstructed with a359

grid size of ten original voxels resulting in a final velocity field resolution of 128 px×80 px×21 px360

with a grid size of 38.4 µm.361

DaVis plots coherent vortex structures using the λ2-method [38]. To visualize the vortex362

structure of EC, coherent structures are then plotted as isosurfaces at a specific eigenvalue λ2.363

364

Experiments with velocity reconstruction365

During each experiment, a set multiple of the limiting current density is forced through the366

electrodes by regulating the potential in chronopotentiometric experiments with a potentiostat367
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(Interface 1010E, Gamry, Pennsylvania, USA). The electrolyte is not pumped during the exper-368

iments, and the observed movement only results from EC vortices. When the electrochemical369

experiments start, we record the build-up of the EC vortex field at 4 · ilim for a maximum of370

126 s at a frequency of 20Hz.371

After the experiments, we color the membrane inside the module with a diluted fluorescent372

dye (Staedler, Lumocolor, Germany) to visualize the otherwise transparent patches’ positions.373

Membrane surface modification374

The modified Nafion membranes are produced by ink-jet printing of microgel suspensions using375

an Autodrop Compact 2.21 ink-jet printer with an MD-K-140 print head (microdrop Technolo-376

gies, Germany) as described by Roghmans et al. [11].377

Table 1: Microgel types used for membrane modification. In contrast to the microgels’ zeta
potential, Nafion has a reported zeta potential of -80 mV [39].

Microgel type Synthesis Zeta poten-
tial

Cross-linking
degree

Reference

PNIPAM-co-Aac
(11.5 wt% Aac)

surfactant free emul-
sion polymerization

-9.5 mV 1:25 Burmistrova
et al. [40]

P2VP surfactant free emul-
sion polymerization

+45.3 mV 1:100 Roghmans
et al. [41]

The ink is prepared by diluting suspensions of either PNIPAM-co-Aac or P2VP microgels,378

see Tab. 1 to a concentration of 0.05 wt% with HPLC grade water. We produce patterns of379

circular patches with either 400 µm or 600 µm diameter and a spacing of 450 µm or 900 µm,380

respectively.381

Nafion membranes have a reported zeta potential of -80 mV [39]. The used microgels are ex-382

pected to change the surface charge towards positive zeta potentials with -9.5 mV for PNIPAM-383

co-Aac and +45.3 mV for P2VP measured with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Pana-384

lytical Ltd).385
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